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                The world’s most energy efficient electric heat mats

        Hog Hearth heat mats are constructed with a fire-rated, anti-microbial, easy-clean, medical grade plastic enclosure. Hog Hearth heat mats save energy, lower maintenance and provide consistent reliable heat to your newborn piglets.
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					Hog Hearth Advantages

						Reduce heating costs by up to 65%
	Industry Leading 3 Year Warranty
	Fire rated 5VA fiberglass and plastic enclosures
	High-density insulation drives heat up
	Increased heated surface area for your litter
	Ultra tough, long-lasting, liquid tight construction
	High-impact, durable shell
	New non-slip, easy-clean surface
	Even and consistent heat
	Less crushing, lower mortality rates
	Consistent improved weight per litter
	Safe operation: no shocks, no fires
	Easy set-up with new installation accessories
	Antimicrobial additive to protect from disease
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										1.
										Hog Hearth® Single Mat
									

									The Hog Hearth® Heat Mat provides continuous anti-microbial surface protection from disease-causing microbes and bacteria. The anti-microbial additive lasts a lifetime, eliminating stains, odors, and surface deterioration.
 
									Keep your animals safe by giving your pigs the right amount of heat at the right time. By increasing the heating zone, Hog Hearth® reduces lay-ons and the crushing of piglets. Similarly, our 4x fire-rated enclosure ensures safety, eliminating shocks or fires starting due to the mats. Our long-lasting construction is tested to withstand the impacts of regular use and will continue to save you time and money compared to traditional lighting systems.
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										2.
										Hog Hearth® Double Mat
									

									The Hog Hearth® Heat Mat provides continuous anti-microbial surface protection from disease-causing microbes and bacteria. The anti-microbial additive lasts a lifetime, eliminating stains, odors, and surface deterioration.  
 
									Keep your animals safe by giving your pigs the right amount of heat at the right time.  By increasing the heating zone, Hog Hearth® reduces lay-ons and the crushing of piglets. Similarly, our 4x fire-rated enclosure ensures safety, eliminating shocks or fires starting due to the mats.  Our long-lasting construction is tested to withstand the impacts of regular use and will continue to save you time and money compared to traditional lighting systems.
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										3.
										Hog Hearth® Channel Mat
									

									The Hog Hearth® Heat Mat provides continuous anti-microbial surface protection from disease-causing microbes and bacteria. The anti-microbial additive lasts a lifetime, eliminating stains, odours, and surface deterioration.  
 
									Keep your animals safe, getting the right amount of heat to your pigs at the right time.  By increasing heating zone, reduce lay-ons and crushing of piglets. Similarly, our 4x fire-rated enclosure ensures safety, eliminating shocks, or fires starting due to the mats.  Our long-lasting construction is tested to be able to withstand the impacts of regular use and will continue to safe you time and money compared to traditional lighting systems.
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										4.
										Wall Mounted Sensor Unit
									

									The Wall Mounted Sensor Unit allows your Hog Hearth mats to operate most efficiently while ensuring that all piglets receive the right amount of heat at the right time.
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										Hog Hearth® Nursery Mat
									

									The Hog Hearth Heat Mat provides continuous anti-microbial surface protection from disease-causing microbes and bacteria. The anti-microbial additive lasts a lifetime, eliminating stains, odors, and surface deterioration.  
 
									Keep your animals safe, getting the right amount of heat to your pigs at the right time.  By increasing heating zone, reduce lay-ons and crushing of piglets. Similarly, our 4x fire-rated enclosure ensures safety, eliminating shocks, or fires starting due to the mats.  Our long-lasting construction is tested to be able to withstand the impacts of regular use and will continue to safe you time and money compared to traditional lighting systems.
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										6.
										Hog Hearth® Angled Single Mat
									

									The Hog Hearth® Heat Mat provides continuous anti-microbial surface protection from disease-causing microbes and bacteria. The anti-microbial additive lasts a lifetime, eliminating stains, odors, and surface deterioration.
 
									Keep your animals safe by giving your pigs the right amount of heat at the right time.  By increasing the heating zone, Hog Hearth® reduces lay-ons and the crushing of piglets. Similarly, our 4x fire-rated enclosure ensures safety, eliminating shocks or fires starting due to the mats.  Our long-lasting construction is tested to withstand the impacts of regular use and will continue to save you time and money compared to traditional lighting systems.
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										7.
										Heat Mat Controller v4 (Model HH-HMC-4)
									

									The Heat Mat Controller V4 is our most advanced controller available to date. Designed to provide optimal control over any size of hog hearth heat mats, program and schedule the appropriate heat to best care for your animals. 
 
									All configuration and programing parameters are easy to customize and are never more than a few button presses away. Made for the everyday farmer, our controller is geared for ease of setup and programmability.
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										8.
										Heat Mat Controller v4 Expansion (Model HH-HMC-4-EX10/20)
									

									The Heat Mat Controller Expansion has a 20 A variable AC stage for controlling Hog Hearth Heat Mats. Installation is simple and requires no additional configuration; all Expansion Boxes follow the programs and settings of the main control (HMC-4).
 
									The Expansion Boxes for the HMC 4 have two variants. The 2-10A Expansion (HH-HMC-4-EX10) is used to expand 2 individual zones of the HMC 4 by 10 Amps, and the 20A Expansion (HH-HMC-4-EX20) is used to expand 1 zone of the HMC 4 by 20 Amps.
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										9.
										Heat Mat Controller v2 Expansion (Model HH-HMC-2-EX20)
									

									The Heat Mat Controller Expansion has a 20 A variable AC stage for controlling Hog Hearth Heat Mats. Installation is simple and requires no additional configuration; all Expansion Boxes follow the programs and settings of the main control (HMC-2).
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										Heat Mat Controller v2 (Model HH-HMC-2)
									

									The Heat Mat Controller V2 is our most value packed controller available to date. Designed to provide optimal control over any size of hog hearth heat mats, program and schedule the appropriate heat to best care for your animals. 
 
									All configuration and programing parameters are easy to customize and are never more than a few button presses away. Made for the everyday farmer, our controller is geared for ease of setup and programmability.
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										11.
										Individual Mat Controller
									

									The IMC includes a variable heating stage with a pre-programmed, six-step growth curve.  IMC (3.5A) provides optimal control over the Hog Hearth heat mats. 
 
									IMC Configuration and programming parameters are never more than a few buttons presses away, making the IMC a trouble-free temperature controller geared for easy setup and ease of use in a wide range of heating applications.
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										Cord Protector Kit
									

									The Cord Protector Kit is designed to protect the connector, conduit, and power cable from external damage.
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										Mounting Brackets
									

									Designed to securely fasten Hog Hearth heat mats to most types of grated/woven plastic and metal flooring.
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                                1.
                                Hog Hearth® Single Mat
                            

                            The Hog Hearth® Heat Mat provides continuous anti-microbial surface protection from disease-causing microbes and bacteria. The anti-microbial additive lasts a lifetime, eliminating stains, odors, and surface deterioration.
 
                            Keep your animals safe by giving your pigs the right amount of heat at the right time. By increasing the heating zone, Hog Hearth® reduces lay-ons and the crushing of piglets. Similarly, our 4x fire-rated enclosure ensures safety, eliminating shocks or fires starting due to the mats. Our long-lasting construction is tested to withstand the impacts of regular use and will continue to save you time and money compared to traditional lighting systems.
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                                2.
                                Hog Hearth® Double Mat
                            

                            The Hog Hearth® Heat Mat provides continuous anti-microbial surface protection from disease-causing microbes and bacteria. The anti-microbial additive lasts a lifetime, eliminating stains, odors, and surface deterioration.  
 
                            Keep your animals safe by giving your pigs the right amount of heat at the right time.  By increasing the heating zone, Hog Hearth® reduces lay-ons and the crushing of piglets. Similarly, our 4x fire-rated enclosure ensures safety, eliminating shocks or fires starting due to the mats.  Our long-lasting construction is tested to withstand the impacts of regular use and will continue to save you time and money compared to traditional lighting systems.
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                                3.
                                Hog Hearth® Channel Mat
                            

                            The Hog Hearth® Heat Mat provides continuous anti-microbial surface protection from disease-causing microbes and bacteria. The anti-microbial additive lasts a lifetime, eliminating stains, odours, and surface deterioration.  
 
                            Keep your animals safe, getting the right amount of heat to your pigs at the right time.  By increasing heating zone, reduce lay-ons and crushing of piglets. Similarly, our 4x fire-rated enclosure ensures safety, eliminating shocks, or fires starting due to the mats.  Our long-lasting construction is tested to be able to withstand the impacts of regular use and will continue to safe you time and money compared to traditional lighting systems.
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                                4.
                                Wall Mounted Sensor Unit
                            

                            The Wall Mounted Sensor Unit allows your Hog Hearth mats to operate most efficiently while ensuring that all piglets receive the right amount of heat at the right time.
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                                5.
                                Hog Hearth® Nursery Mat
                            

                            The Hog Hearth Heat Mat provides continuous anti-microbial surface protection from disease-causing microbes and bacteria. The anti-microbial additive lasts a lifetime, eliminating stains, odors, and surface deterioration.  
 
                            Keep your animals safe, getting the right amount of heat to your pigs at the right time.  By increasing heating zone, reduce lay-ons and crushing of piglets. Similarly, our 4x fire-rated enclosure ensures safety, eliminating shocks, or fires starting due to the mats.  Our long-lasting construction is tested to be able to withstand the impacts of regular use and will continue to safe you time and money compared to traditional lighting systems.
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                                6.
                                Hog Hearth® Angled Single Mat
                            

                            The Hog Hearth® Heat Mat provides continuous anti-microbial surface protection from disease-causing microbes and bacteria. The anti-microbial additive lasts a lifetime, eliminating stains, odors, and surface deterioration.
 
                            Keep your animals safe by giving your pigs the right amount of heat at the right time.  By increasing the heating zone, Hog Hearth® reduces lay-ons and the crushing of piglets. Similarly, our 4x fire-rated enclosure ensures safety, eliminating shocks or fires starting due to the mats.  Our long-lasting construction is tested to withstand the impacts of regular use and will continue to save you time and money compared to traditional lighting systems.
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                                7.
                                Heat Mat Controller v4 (Model HH-HMC-4)
                            

                            The Heat Mat Controller V4 is our most advanced controller available to date. Designed to provide optimal control over any size of hog hearth heat mats, program and schedule the appropriate heat to best care for your animals. 
 
                            All configuration and programing parameters are easy to customize and are never more than a few button presses away. Made for the everyday farmer, our controller is geared for ease of setup and programmability.
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                                8.
                                Heat Mat Controller v4 Expansion (Model HH-HMC-4-EX10/20)
                            

                            The Heat Mat Controller Expansion has a 20 A variable AC stage for controlling Hog Hearth Heat Mats. Installation is simple and requires no additional configuration; all Expansion Boxes follow the programs and settings of the main control (HMC-4).
 
                            The Expansion Boxes for the HMC 4 have two variants. The 2-10A Expansion (HH-HMC-4-EX10) is used to expand 2 individual zones of the HMC 4 by 10 Amps, and the 20A Expansion (HH-HMC-4-EX20) is used to expand 1 zone of the HMC 4 by 20 Amps.
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                                9.
                                Heat Mat Controller v2 Expansion (Model HH-HMC-2-EX20)
                            

                            The Heat Mat Controller Expansion has a 20 A variable AC stage for controlling Hog Hearth Heat Mats. Installation is simple and requires no additional configuration; all Expansion Boxes follow the programs and settings of the main control (HMC-2).
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                                10.
                                Heat Mat Controller v2 (Model HH-HMC-2)
                            

                            The Heat Mat Controller V2 is our most value packed controller available to date. Designed to provide optimal control over any size of hog hearth heat mats, program and schedule the appropriate heat to best care for your animals. 
 
                            All configuration and programing parameters are easy to customize and are never more than a few button presses away. Made for the everyday farmer, our controller is geared for ease of setup and programmability.
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                                11.
                                Individual Mat Controller
                            

                            The IMC includes a variable heating stage with a pre-programmed, six-step growth curve.  IMC (3.5A) provides optimal control over the Hog Hearth heat mats. 
 
                            IMC Configuration and programming parameters are never more than a few buttons presses away, making the IMC a trouble-free temperature controller geared for easy setup and ease of use in a wide range of heating applications.
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                                12.
                                Cord Protector Kit
                            

                            The Cord Protector Kit is designed to protect the connector, conduit, and power cable from external damage.
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                                13.
                                Mounting Brackets
                            

                            Designed to securely fasten Hog Hearth heat mats to most types of grated/woven plastic and metal flooring.
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